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the golden age of the roman empire drew to a close when caesar and
pompey were defeated in a civil war. the roman empire was scattered, and
caesar was declared a dictator. he formed alliances with the tribes of gaul,
and ruled as emperor of the roman empire. however, his ambitious plans

would soon clash with the ambition of another great leader, named
octavian. three years after becoming emperor, octavian led a coalition of
legionnaires against caesar, ending his life. the land of the roman empire

was now united once again under a single rule. the roman empire was now
ruled by a triumvirate of generals, each caesar in his own right. the caesar

of the time was named tiberius. in 37 bc, tiberius was assassinated by
sextus pupius, who had been plotting caesar's death since their days as

schoolchildren. antony rose to power and set about a ruthless campaign to
bring down those who had killed his brother and his friend. he passed laws

that once again divided the roman empire between the caesars, with
caesar augustus as ruler. a particular feature of caesar iii is that at any
point you can invest your time into any of the systems, so that it can be
kept at full strength, and other related matters not taken care of can be

dealt with. for example, you can build your city or settle your province and
ignore the rest of the systems for a while. however, as time goes by your

own systems will gradually weaken as it will get harder and harder for them
to be kept full strength. eventually, if things get too bad you will no longer

be able to play certain systems at all. caesar iii takes place in a seaport city
called palmyra, located on the river euphrates in the roman province of

syria. the game starts during the year 48 bc, after the civil war. the player
must rule over a province surrounded by nomadic tribes and rise in the

ranks to become the next caesar. the game features over 40 unique
buildings and 28 units, each with a unique and varied characteristics.
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Caesar III is a city-building/simulation video game developed and published
by Activision in 1998 for the PC, Mac and Nintendo 64. After the award-
winning Caesar II, Caesar III is more of an expansion pack than a fully

standalone, stand-alone game. In the process of expansion, the cities are
completely new and have a completely different layout from their

predecessors, while the game mechanics are otherwise intact. The game is
set in the time frame of the Roman Empire, with all aspects of Roman city
life (food, luxury goods, religion, military, infrastructure) being reproduced
faithfully. The game allows the player to build and expand a city while also
following the trade routes of trade routes and taking care of various affairs.
In this classic city-building game, you'll be asked to develop a set of goods
and resources to build a city from the ground up, then supervise its growth

and later support it through trade and military adventures. Caesar III
£'• demands the ambition of a SimCity £'• with the style of a strategy

game. A unique and addictive blend of city-building and strategy, Caesar III
£'• will challenge and excite you as a city-builder and as an empire-builder.
Caesar II and Caesar III are two city-building games where your objective is
to become the most powerful ruler of your world. In Caesar III £'• rulers are
no longer just the strongest man in the Empire. They must juggle the great
forces of trade, economics, politics, religion, and agriculture to ensure that

they continue to control the resources needed to rule the world. As a
provincial governor,charged with spreading the glory of Rome your mission

is clear: build cities, foster trade and also industrial activity, produce
income. How you accomplish this is completely up to you. Gain wealth and
also power, make a career out of pleasing the Emperor, battle barbarians
as well as repel invaders, or concentrate on building the next Eternal City.
Failure and you may end up as lunch for the lions. Prove your strength of

mind and spirit and also you just may be titled Caesar! 5ec8ef588b
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